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Cyber Hunter 0.100.375 Description Cyber Hunter (Package Name: com.netease.lztgglobal) was developed by NetEase Games, and the latest version of Cyber Hunter 0.100.375 was updated on October 30, 2020. Cyber Hunter is in the Adventure category with screen and multiplayer levels, etc. You can check out all the apps from the
creator of Cyber Hunter and find 148 alternative apps for Cyber Hunter on Android. Cyber Hunter is listed in games like Cyberpunk 2077 on Android. Currently, this app is free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files on APKFab.com are original and 100% safe with fast download.
Open letter to all WanderersDear Wanderer, Welcome.We are a Cyber Hunter development team. First of all, let us introduce our game. Cyber Hunter is a competitive next-generation mobile game. It is full of many different elements including survival, shooting, exploration, skills and much more, even in this parkour! In short, it's a whole
new gaming experience. The game tells the story of our future, after the technology of brain-computer interfacing became very advanced, and human civilization experienced another evolutionary leap, during which great events began to happen. Justice is facing evil. The old one stands against the new one. And the forces of
conservatism clash with radicalism. In this virtual world, all our heroes and heroines have been super powerful with the help of quantum drooids – the ability to transform quantum cube energy into every tactical support device they need. From optical camouflage to quantum barriers, from a detector that warns of impending enemies, to a
medical instrument that heals teammates; everything and everything can be built by you, and that's not all. You can choose what skills you think will help your strategy the most in each battle. We even created the concept of vertical combat. With parkour features including climbing, gliding and rolling, players can experience vertical battles
in a variety of terrains, including mountains, swamps and deserts. In this game, the arena that organizes battles are not only a huge, flat map, but a world where you can fly in the sky and move underground. We have also created many search points scattered around the world. Here you can explore temples in the desert with the chance
to find e-cores to unlock new skills and weapons. Among the mounds of destroyed robots, you can also find gloves that significantly increase the speed of climbing. We hope that Cyber Hunter will bring you a new way to enjoy the games and that you will love participating in the sandbox competitions it offers. The game still has room for
improvement, but if there is overheating, slowing down, occasional restarts or device updates during the game, apologize in advance and ask for understanding. We can assure you that this version does not reflect the final quality of the but only the beginning of something even more fun. Your valuable suggestions and feedback will be
the driving force behind cyber hunter's continuous improvement, and your enthusiasm and passion will motivate our ongoing efforts. Finally, we would like to express our gratitude for downloading and supporting our game. Thank you! Features: -- Vivid characters with verisimilar faces -With a new generation of face shaping art and more
than a hundred cosmetic designs, distinct and vivid heroes can be created - Special skills and tactics -Plenty of tactical skills such as optical camouflage, quantum barriers, invisible force fields, fire support. You can formulate your own tactical system - Take to the skies to find what you need. Become a parkour expert and knock your
enemies in the style of -Glide in the sky, plunge into the deep sea, climb and roll, there are many parkour moves available to use in fast-paced slow combat.-- Explore and fight in the sandbox world –The whole area is open to exploring freely, including 100-meter water falls, desert temples and swampy relics. You will find a lot of weapons
in this world. About us: - Official site: Facebook Page: Facebook Group: Discord: Twitter: YouTube: Instagram: Cyber Hunter 0.100.375 Update A new version of FeaturesChaos arrives for the CS7-Havoc LeagueBe season with a cyborg in the city of night! Havoc League, the new season begins with a new season go background. The
secrets of the Havoc League are waiting for the wanderers to discover! Complete quests with the Season Pass and get special Wukong and Nezha theme mods and special rewards such as Wukong Avatar.New Faction Map Debut -Sky Garden Read more We provide Cyber Hunter 0.100.375 APK + OBB file for Android 4.1+ and up.
Cyber Hunter is a free adventure game. It is easy to download and install on your mobile phone. Please note that ApkPlz only provides the original and free clean installer apk for Cyber Hunter 0.100.375 APK + OBB without any modifications. The average rating is 4.00 out of 5 stars in the playstore. If you want to learn more about Cyber
Hunter, you can visit the NetEase Games Help Center for more information All apps &amp; games here are for home or personal use only. If downloading apk infringes your copyright, please contact us. Cyber Hunter is the property and trademark of developer NetEase Games. Test period: EDT(New York) 09:00 a.m. - 03:00 (+1 day)
a.m.May 18th - May 24thDear Wanderers,Pleased to make your acquaintance, allow me to introduce our game, Project: Battle:Battle (Alpha Test) is a sandbox competitive mobile game. It combines in many elements such as survival action, fierce shootings, dynamic building, tactical tactical and exploration. This will provide a whole new
gaming experience. The game takes place in the not so distant future, where due to the technological development of mind cells humanity has opened another dimension - quantum virtual world. In this new world, a series of events broke out between justice and evil, conservatism and radicalism. Which path will you choose? In a quantum
virtual world, you can become the leader of the Celestial Wanderers, which represents justice and order. Or become Zero, which is the No.1 cyber hunter. Then jump into live, well-developed interspersed stories that are filled with fresh and distinctive characters. Our heroes of this new world have an absolute superpower, the ability to
manipulate quantum cube energy in different structures. Create a 12-meter watchtower to provide protection and tactical advantage, set traps to freeze enemies, forging radars to detect enemy whereabouts, and more. Everything is under your control. Quantum Cube energy can be easily obtained in the quantum virtual world by smashing
various objects located on the battlefield, such as refrigerators, street lamps, fences, etc. I hope that Project : Battle will bring you a whole new experience. However, as it is currently in the alpha testing phase, the game is far from perfect. If you run into any problems while exploring this virtual world, such as unexpected bugs or crashes
during gameplay, or if you have any suggestions to improve your gaming experience, let me know. You can contact the team by getting feedback in-game. I greatly appreciate your understanding and support. Your enthusiasm and love of the game will be a source of constant effort by the team. Finally, I would like to express once again
my sincerest thanks for participating in this test and supporting the game. Thank you! Facebook: Casual/Adventure Action/Adventure/Role playing Open letter to all Wanderers Dear Wanderers, Welcome. We are the TheCyber Hunter development team. First of all, please let usintroduce our game. Cyber Hunter is a new generation,
competitive mobile game. It is full of many different elements including survival, shooting, exploration, skills and much more, even in this parkour! In short, it's a whole new gaming experience. The game tells the story of our future, afterbrain-computer interfacing technology has become a very advanced human civilization experienced
another evolutionary leap,during which, great events began to develop. Justice is facing evil. The old one stands against the new one. And the forces of conservatism clash with radicalism. In this virtual world, all our heroes and Super Power by helping quantum droids – the ability to convert quantum cube energy into any tactical support
device they need. From optical camouflage to the Quantum Barriers, from a detector that warns of approaching enemies, to a medical instrument that heals teammates; everything can be built by you, and that's not all. You can canchoose whatever skill you think will help mostin strategy of any battle. We even created the concept of
vertical combat. With parkour features including climbing, gliding, and rolling, players can experience vertical battles in a variety of terrains including mountains, swamps and deserts. In this game, the arena that hostsyou battles are not only huge, flat maps, but a world where you can fly in the sky and move underground. We've also
created a lot of exploration points scattered around the world. Here, you can explore temples in the desert with the chance to findE-Cores to unlock new skills and weapons. Among the mounds of destroyed robots you can also find gloves that significantly increase the speed counting. We hope that Cyber Hunter will bring you a new way
to enjoy the games and that you will love participating in the sandbox competition it offers. The game still has room to improve,however, if there is overheating, slowing down, occasionalrebooting or device updates during the game, we would like to apologize in advance and ask for your understanding. We assure you that this version
does not represent the final quality of the game, but only the beginning of something even more fun. Your valuable suggestions and feedback will be the driving force behind cyber hunter's continuous improvement, and your enthusiasm and passion will motivate our ongoing efforts. Finally, we would like to express our gratitude for
preventing and supporting our game. Thank you! Features: -- Vividcharacters with verisimilar faces - With a new generation of faceshaping art and more than a hundred cosmetic designs, distinct and vivid heroes can be created - Special skills and tactics - Tons of tactical skills such as optical camouflage, quantum barriers, invisible force
fields, fire support. You can formulate your own touch system - Take to the skies to search for what you need. Become a parkour expert and knock enemies in style - Glidein the sky, plunge into the deep sea, climb and roll, there are manyparkour moves available to use during fast free combat. --Explore and fight in the sandbox world -
The whole area is open freely, including 100-meter water falls, desert flying and swampy relics. You'll find a lot of weapons in thisworld. About us: - Official site: -Facebook Page: -Facebook Group: -Discord: - Twitter: - YouTube: -
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